
LIBERTON AND DISTRICT COMMUNITY COUNCIL  
COMMENTS ON PLANNING APPLICATION No. 16/01121/PPP 
PROPOSED DEVLOPMENT IN PRINCIPLE  
LAND 40 METRES NORTH OF 53 GREENEND GARDENS, EDINBURGH 
 
INTRODUCTION 
This is the submission on behalf of Liberton & District Community Council (L&DCC). The submission is 
made after the Community Council attended a site meeting with local residents on   28th March 
2016. 
In this response the Open Space Area at Greenend Gardens will be referred to as OSA and the area 
that is the subject of the current outline planning application as OPA 
 
On the basis of a show of hands all of the 100 plus individuals  (all local residents) who attended a 
meeting in Greenend Gardens on 28th March 2016, L&DCC is submitting this objection to the 
planning application. It has ascertained the views of a large number of residents and this 
incorporates many of their views into a co-ordinated response.  
 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Greenend Gardens was developed over 40 years ago and the approved plans for the estate clearly 
show the OSA including the OPA as open space. It provided the then mandatory open space 
provision which was in the order of 6 acres per 1,000 population  There was never the intention to 
develop any or all of the OSA for housing.  At the time the site was developed it was normal practice 
for the ownership of open spaces such as the OSA to be transferred to the local authority. For some 
reason this did not happen.  
Despite this administrative error successive City of Edinburgh Councils have maintained the OSA 
over the years, planting trees, then planting more trees at a later date. The trees were planted in a 
bid to prevent ball games. The density of the trees probably does not help the grass to grow as well 
as it might. Despite this, the OSA has been a well used local amenity for generations of children who 
have grown up in the Greenend Estate and is well used by the current generation of children.  The 
OSA should be retained as open space for the Greenend Estate as intended by the original 
developer. 
 
VALUE AS A LOCAL AMENITY 
The OSA is the only safe area in the vicinity for younger children of all ages but especially those of 
below secondary school age from the estate and others to play. The OSA is overlooked by the 
kitchens of almost all the adjacent houses providing a degree of informal supervision not enjoyed by 
any other alternative recreational area in the vicinity of the Greened Estate.  The nearest public 
parks are some distance from the estate.  The Liberton High School Playing Fields are the nearest 
areas but are not suitable for unsupervised younger children from the estate. The next closest is the 
open space at Moredun which is planned to be developed for housing. Inch Park is further away and, 
again, is not suitable for younger children, as is the case with St Katherine’s Park.  
The Burdiehouse Burn Valley Park, near to the Greenend Estate is a walkway though a small river 
valley. It has no playing pitches and is not overlooked by any properties, rendering it unsuitable for 
unsupervised younger children from the estate. This Park has the additional dangers associated with 
a water feature. 
The OSA including the OPA is valued as a green lung for the estate (making a contribution to 
capturing and locking up greenhouse gases) and as an area of greenery which is a welcome open 
area in the otherwise developed housing estate.  It is a good example of a sustainable development. 
The proposal would result in the loss of almost all the trees and Greenend would become a brick and 
mortar “jungle” devoid of any usable open space.  
 
LOSS OF ON-STREET CAR PARKING 
Greenend residents do not always have adequate off street parking at their houses and park on the 
road. Whilst any new housing would provide off street parking for their residents, there would be a 
loss of a number of on street spaces which will exacerbate the current requirement for parking and 
cause problems for through moving traffic. 
 



COMMENTS ON THE APPLICANT’S PLANNING STATEMENT 
The section on Planning at section 5 merely states the proposal lies within the designated urban 
area. It does not provide any further analysis. It fails to describe the Development Plan status of the 
OSA and the justification there is for releasing the OPA for the proposed purposes.  
It is incorrect at section  6) to make comments such as “the remaining unused land (the application 
site)”  and “the land {the OPA} should have been sold and added to the final accounting residual 
assets of the company”. The approved planning application documents clearly show the OSA as 
allocated for open space as part of the greater Greenend residential development to meet the 
required open space provision for housing land at the time the planning application was made and 
approved.  
The Greenend residents do not share the opinion of the applicant that their only amenity space (the 
OSA)  “has been left open to the public with minimal amenity value.” The OSA was open space that 
was planned together with the houses, and it is greatly valued local amenity space. 
The suggestion (for the OSA less the OPA which is not part of the planning application site – see 
below) that “design consideration has been given to retaining some of the ground for public use and 
a strip of land has been reserved along the western edge for a possible public footpath” is insulting. 
The amount of land which would remain undeveloped at either end of and behind the OPA is so 
minimal to be incapable of any beneficial use and the idea of a public footpath on the western edge 
is poorly thought out given the proximity of the footway at the front of the proposed housing area. A 
narrow un-overlooked, unlit path between two sets of back garden fences here would be a public 
security nightmare.  
The statement states that the nearby Burdiehouse Burn Nature Area and Park (BBNAP) offers an 
abundance of open green amenity land close to the site.  This is only suitable for use by children of 
secondary school age and adults and cannot replace the secure overlooked OSA suitable for younger 
children.  
BBNAP cannot be used for ball games or any similar activities. It is unlit so it is not secure during the 
hours of darkness. It should be noted that the pathways through the Burdiehouse Burn Nature Area 
are often very wet and muddy underfoot. They are difficult for use by many people with disabilities 
due to the nature of the topography and condition of the walkways. Further, the route to BBNAP is 
via Ellen’s Glen Road which is narrow and has a very narrow foorway.  
There are the dangers inherent in running water, especially in times of, and, after heavy rainfall.  
The BBNAP also cannot replace the valued existing open space and treed area within the Greened 
Estate, which, if, the proposal is permitted, would result in the estate becoming overdeveloped 
housing estate with no amenities at all.  
The OSA has been part of a City-wide Open Space Audit and is classified as fair which does not 
support the applicant’s assertion that this area is of “minimal amenity value”. Further the Local Open 
Space Action Plan (2010) indicates the OSA is green space currently meeting standards, which does 
not support the applicant’s assertion that this area is of “minimal amenity value”. 
 
THE PLANNING CASE FOR REFUSAL 
It should be clear that the OPA which is the subject of the application 16/01121/PPP is that edged in 
red on supporting plans GGE/PL/01 and GGE/PL/0 2 respectively. The applicants are applying for 
Residential Development.  It is in essence an application in principle for a change of use from what is 
PUBLIC OPEN SPACE allocated as OPEN SPACE in the ADOPTED CITY OF EDINBURGH LOCAL PLAN to 
PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL USE. The undeveloped areas edged in both blue and red (i.e. the area of land 
in the applicant’s ownership but not forming part of the application) shown on supporting plans 
GGE/PL/01 and GGE/PL/0 2 respectively are not part of the application and City of Edinburgh cannot 
approve or refuse planning permission for the proposals for the area shown on supporting plan 
GGE/PL/0 2. The comments set out in the first sentence of the second paragraph of second page of 
the Design Statement shown as section 6) do not relate to any part of planning application 
16/01121/PPP as they lie outside the red line boundary of application. 
 
Open Space Policy 
Scottish Government guidance in its Scottish Planning Policy document in paragraphs (paras) 1 – 9 
indicates the purpose of planning and sets out core principles. Paras 5 and 8 quite clearly indicate 
that the decisions for any proposal should be based on the development plans for the area set out in 
a planning application.  



The application site lies within the area of the Adopted City of Edinburgh Local Plan and is shown on 
the Proposals Map to be allocated for the purpose of Open Space. Adopted City of Edinburgh Local 
Plan Chapter 5: Open Space and Provisions for Sport sets out the Objectives for Local Plan as:  

 To protect open spaces of amenity, leisure and recreational importance and value for sport 
and outdoor activities as part of a comprehensive network of provision 

 To secure the provision of more open space for recreation, amenity and other social needs, 
and ensure that opportunities for improving and extending the network of multi-functional 
linear routes and green corridors are taken 

It goes on to say “the Proposals Map shows significant areas of open space identified in the city audit 
of the city. The criteria in Policy Os 1 will be applied to all development proposals affecting all such 
open spaces citywide.”  
 
Policy Os 1 states: 

Proposals involving the loss of open space will not be permitted unless it is demonstrated that: 

 there will be no significant impact on the quality or character of the local environment 
 the open space is a small part of a larger area or of limited amenity or leisure value and 

there is a significant over-provision of open space serving the immediate area and 
 the loss would not be detrimental to the wider network including its continuity or 

biodiversity value and either 
 there will be a local benefit in allowing the development in terms of either alternative 

equivalent provision being made or improvement to an existing public park or other open 
space or 

 the development is for a community purpose and the benefits to the local community 
outweigh the loss. 

Further, para 5.6 of the Adopted Local Plan states:  “The policy seeks to protect all open spaces, both 
public and privately owned, which contribute to the amenity of their surroundings and the city, 
which provide or are capable of providing for the recreational needs of residents and visitors or 
which are an integral part of the city’s landscape and townscape character and its biodiversity. Many 
of the open spaces identified on the Proposals Map are covered by more than one designation, 
depending on their environmental quality and value to the community. It will be more important to 
protect open spaces in the future, as the population of parts of the city increases and brings added 
pressure on existing resources. The Council will only consider limited releases of open space to 
development in exceptional circumstances, where the loss would not result in detriment to the 
overall network or provision in the locality, and there are compensatory circumstances, such as 
scope for improving the quality of provision elsewhere in the network. Amenity areas in housing 
which have been provided with no clear purpose or sense of ownership might be considered for 
development, especially if a more comprehensive redevelopment of a wider area is in prospect and 
the resulting open space would be smaller in area but better in quality and usefulness.” 
 
Considering the application for the proposed housing within the red line  
In respect of bullet point first of Policy Os1: 
 
There will clearly be a significant impact on the quality and character of the local environment. The 
proposal would see the loss of a 0.34 acre OPA of trees cut down and replaced by housing 
potentially leaving two very small areas of treed open space in private control with no guarantee of 
public access.  Effectively the proposal would result in the loss of much of the only bit of green space 
in the Greenend estate. There is a massive negative impact on the quality and character of the local 
environment.  
The proposal fails to satisfy bullet point first of Policy Os1. 
 
In respect of bullet point second of Policy Os1: 
 
The open space in Greenend, of which the application site forms a very significant part, is not a small 
part of a larger area. The site is not of limited amenity value, rather, it is a valued amenity for those 



living in the Greenend estate.  The site is not part of what could be considered an over provision of 
open space in the area, it is in essence, almost all the open space in the Greenend estate.  
An audit of open space in the city (Open Space Audit 2009) regarded the site to of fair quality and 
the local Action Plan (Liberton/Gilmerton Open Space Action Plan 2010) indicates the site is green 
space currently meeting standards. 
The proposal fails to satisfy bullet point second of Policy Os1. 
 
In respect of bullet point third of Policy Os1: 
 
The loss of this area of open space would be detrimental to the residents of the Greened estate and 
to some local wildlife. It is the green lung of the estate and it provides a safe and secure place for 
children of all ages to play and for others to congregate. The development of housing will make the 
Greenend Estate less sustainable. The carbon emission footprint will increase massively due to the 
increase in housing and the loss of the carbon sink of the trees.  
The proposal fails to satisfy bullet point third of Policy Os1. 
 
In respect of bullet point fourth of Policy Os1: 
 
There are no proposals are not for any development which would provide any local benefit. In 
essence the proposals for a commercial development and only the developer will benefit. There are 
no proposals in the supporting statement for either alternative equivalent provision being made - or 
improvement to an existing public park or other open space. In any event there is no space in or 
anywhere near the Greenend Estate to provide alternative equivalent provision.  
The proposal fails to satisfy bullet point fourth of Policy Os1. 
 
In respect of bullet point fifth of Policy Os1: 
 
The development is not for a community purpose and there are no benefits to the local community 
to outweigh the loss.  
The proposal fails to satisfy bullet point fifth of Policy Os1. 
 
It should be noted that the OSA including the OPA is also identified as Open Space in the City of 
Edinburgh Local Development which currently the subject of Examination by the Scottish 
Government. The appropriate policy protecting Open Space from development is in essence the 
same as in the Adopted Local Plan. The applicant’s proposals would not satisfy the tests of the 
equivalent policies in the emerging Development Plan. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The proposal is not consistent with the Policy for the OPA as set out in the Adopted Local Plan and 
the emerging Local Development Plan. The planning application should therefore be refused 
planning permission. 
 
 
Comments submitted by Jim Henry Chairperson    
On Behalf of Liberton & District Community Council 


